WELCOME TO THE FRESHMAN BOYS’ SOCCER NORTHSHORE SHOOTOUT 2015
AT
CARMEL CATHOLIC H.S.
REVISED SCHEDULE AS OF 8/24

Due to field issues, it is necessary that we adjust our freshman quad schedule.

Dates: Thursday, August 28 and Saturday August 29, 2015

TEAMS: CARMEL, DEERFIELD, HIGHLAND PARK & LAKE FOREST

LOCATION: CARMEL CATHOLIC SOCCER FIELDS – ON CAMPUS

TIME: THURSDAY 8/27 - 4:30 PM Var Grass – HIGLAND PK VS DEERFIELD
      5:45 PM TURF - CARMEL VS LAKE FOREST (Baker Stadium)

      SATURDAY 8/30 - 8AM TURF – CARMEL(Home) vs HIGHLAND PARK (Baker Stadium)
      9AM Var Grass – DEERFIELD (Home) vs LAKE FOREST
      11AM Var Grass LAKE FOREST(Home) vs HIGHLAND Pk
      12:30PM Var Grass – CARMEL(Home) vs DEERFIELD

ENTRY FEE: $175.00 FOR OFFICIALS- PLEASE REMIT PAYABLE TO CARMEL CATHOLIC IF YOU HAVE NOT DONE SO.

GAMES INFO: 35 MINUTE HALFS
**BOLDED TEAM** IS HOME TEAM AND WEARS WHITE

GOOD LUCK TO ALL TEAMS!!!!